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for the transmission -of the required velocity ratio. To insure this result, slipping must be prevented, and hence teeth are formed upon the selected frusta of the pitch cones. The theoretical determination of these may be explained as follows:
215. ist. Cycloidal Teeth.—If a cone, A (Fig. 223), be rolled upon another cone, B, their apexes coinciding, an element be of the cone A will generate a conical surface, and a spherical sec-
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tion of this surface, adb, is called a spherical epicycloid. Also if a cone, A (Fig. 224), roll on the inside of another cone, C, their apexes coinciding, an element be of A will generate a conical surface, a spherical section of which, bda, is called a spherical hypocycloid. If now the three cones, 5, C, and A, with apexes coinciding, roll together, always tangent to each other on one line, as the cylinders were in the case of spur-gears, there will be two conical surfaces generated by an element of A: one upon the cone B and another upon the cone C. These may be used for tooth surfaces to transmit the required constant velocity ratio. Because, since the line of contact of the cones is the axo * of the relative motion of the cones, it follows that a plane normal to the motion of the describing element of the generating cone at any time will pass through this axo. And also, since the describing element is always the line of contact between the generated tooth surfaces, the normal plane to the line of contact of the tooth surfaces always passes through the axo, and the condition of rotation with a constant velocity ratio is fulfilled.
216. 2d. Involute Teeth.—If two pitch cones are in contact along an element, a plane may be passed through this element * An axo is an instantaneous axis, of which a centro is a projection.

